ACROSS
1) Bar mitzvah officiant
6) Alone at the prom
10) Light source
14) Shown on television
15) "The doctor ___ see you now"
16) The first "Mr. Shirley Temple"
17) Overdo it on stage
18) Napoleon's exile isle
19) "Half," "quarter" or "eighth" follower
20) Driving concern quip (Part 1)
23) Game piece, generically
25) Partook of
26) The eyes have them
27) Traitor Benedict
30) Hardly candid
31) Paw at
32) Clapping animal
34) Shopping bag
38) Driving concern quip (Part 2)
41) Inspires wonder in
42) "Batman" co-creator
43) Acetic and nitric
44) Funny Tina
45) Orbital high point
46) Bladed tool
50) Brooks the filmmaker
52) Admission requirements, sometimes
53) Driving concern quip (Part 3)
57) Part of ABM
58) Alveoli site
59) Make a new law
62) Leer
63) "If all ___ fails ..."
64) Person in a cast
65) Tournament ranking
66) Football blockers' practice device
67) In the poorhouse

DOWN
1) "The Facts of Life" co-star Charlotte
2) Prepare to fire
3) Be a suck-up
4) A March girl
5) Creative morsel
6) It pours from pores
7) Spanish diacritic
8) Jessica of "Fantastic Four"
9) Bloom with sword-shaped leaves
10) Luau locale
11) Ancient Greek athletic competitions
12) Photo finish?
13) Bench exercise
21) Little bit
22) Like some senses of humor
23) Subterranean molten rock
24) Object in a quiver
28) Makes a decision
29) Feline zodiac sign
30) Sidewalk eatery
32) Reprieve from the governor
33) Many, many moons
34) Crunchy munchie
35) Stem (from)
36) Momentarily eased, with "over"
37) Abbreviations for weekend days
39) Small four-stringed guitars
40) Bit of toy ammo
44) Finder's take
45) Brewed drink
46) Pandemonium
47) Gate pivot
48) Fiber used in carpets
49) Confined to a pen
50) Cleric's quarters
51) Goaded (with "on")
54) Without value
55) "The Tree of Life" star Penn
56) Storybook beginning
60) Cape ___, Mass.
61) Make the effort